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Sunset River

Laguna Storm Watch Tower

RK’s Beach House Structure
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Shorebreak Body Slides

Ride Rating

Old Man Falls
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Laser Pointers
For safety reasons, laser pointers are not permitted
on Knott’s Soak City property.
No Firearms
Firearms are not permitted on Knott’s Soak City property.
No Recreational Wheels
The use of roller skates, roller blades, scooters, bicycles, tricycles and skate boards is not permitted on
Knott’s Soak City property.
Line Jumping Policy
Line jumping is not a sporting event at Knott’s Soak
City. To ensure that all guests are given a fair opportunity to enjoy a ride as quickly as possible, line
jumping is not allowed at Knott’s Soak City. Line
jumping is defined as: cutting in front of other guests
already waiting in line; leaving a line, then attempting
to re-enter the line at that same point; or saving a
place for someone else.
Since this includes using restroom facilities and purchasing food and drink, we suggest you make all
stops before you enter the line. Line jumping, regardless of the reason, may lead to dismissal from the
park. This rule is strictly enforced. No refund is given.
Nursing Mothers
Knott’s Soak City recognizes that mothers have the
right to provide natural nutrition to their children.
Mothers who prefer a private area for nursing may
do so at our First Aid Station.
Camera Policy
Due to the potential for water damage, riders should
leave their cameras and other valuable items with a
non-rider or in a locker. Use of camera phones or any
type of photography or video recording devices is
prohibited in any rest room or changing area.
Lost & Found Articles
Secure all loose articles such as glasses, cellular
phones, pagers, loose change, cameras, keys, clothing,
sunglasses, hats, wallets, etc., before you board a
ride. All items found at Knott’s Soak City are turned
in to our Lost and Found Department at our Guest
Services Office located next to the Locker Rental
area. Please visit Lost and Found to complete paperwork to ensure the item is returned to you if it’s found.

Height Requirements
Supervise children at all times. Your child may be
“officially” measured at Guest Services and, if found
to meet our height requirements, will be given a
wristband to indicate the required height. All height
requirements are taken in bare feet.
Height and safety requirements are posted at each
attraction entrance area. These and other signs at
the attraction contain safety information you should
be aware of in order to participate. Height and weight
requirements are subject to change. Please refer to
the Safety Guide Sign at each attraction entrance for
current requirements.
For safety reasons, all attractions have height
requirements. These requirements are clearly
marked at the entrance to each attraction.
A supervising companion accompanying a child is
someone who meets all the requirements to participate
on the attractions themselves, is 14 years of age or
older, and demonstrates appropriate observed behavior.
Whenever a guest is required to be accompanied by
a supervising companion, the person must be able to
safely participate on the attractions themselves in
addition to assisting the guest; this includes maintaining postural control under the dynamic conditions
of the ride.
Life Jackets
A life jacket is required for children who are less
than 48” tall in bare feet or is an inexperienced or
non-swimmer. Children less than 42” barefoot must
wear a life jacket and be accompanied by a supervising companion.
Only US Coast Guard approved life jackets are allowed
as flotation devices. Life jackets are provided free of
charge for guests who require one. This policy will
be enforced in the following locations: Tidal Wave
Bay, Stormwatch, and Sunset River.
Special Services
Listed below are some of the services we offer:
1. A limited supply of wheelchairs is available
for rental at WipeOut Surf Shop inside the
main gate. However, since wheelchairs are
rented on a first-come, first-served basis and
cannot be reserved in advance, we urge
guests to bring their own wheelchair. An

aquatic wheelchair is available. See Guest
Services for availability.
2. Our First Aid station is available from park
opening to closing. Refrigeration for medication,
with the exception of bee sting anaphylaxis
kits, is available at First Aid, and medical
equipment can be stored. The First Aid Station
is located North of Davy Jones Lockers.
3. Guests requiring handicap parking spaces
should utilize the spaces closest to our Main
Gate. A permit is required to use these spaces.
4. Guests may recharge their wheelchair battery
in the Guest Services office.
5. Wheelchair width stalls are located in all
restrooms.
6. Although outside food and beverages are not
allowed in the park, individuals who have
special need/ diet items due to a medical
condition may bring personal size coolers to
accommodate such needs. Coolers and
contents must be approved prior to entering
the park.
7. Service animals are welcome at Knott’s Soak
City. Service animals must be physically
controlled on a leash or harness at all times.
Knott’s Soak City employees are not permitted
to take control of service animals. Guests
whose service animals demonstrate aggressive actions toward our guests or employees
will be directed to remove the animal from the
park. Limit one service animal per guest.
Service animals are not permitted in water
attractions, wet decks, wading pools, or lazy
rivers.
Health Restrictions
Each ride is evaluated against 5 primary health
restrictions. These restrictions are:
• Recent Surgery
• Heart Trouble/High Blood Pressure
• Neck Trouble
• Back Trouble
• Pregnancy
Guests with a history of recent surgery, heart trouble,
high blood pressure, neck trouble, back trouble, or

Separated Parties
Meet with the members of your group at specific locations a few times during the day. Remind all members of your group, especially children, to ask a
uniformed employee for assistance if a separation
occurs.
If you become separated from your group, refer to
Guest Services for assistance. Found members of
your group who do not meet the description of a supervising adult or responsible person will be supervised at Guest Services until the party can be
reunited.
KidTrack
KidTrack is a service to reunite separated children
and their parents with cell phones. KidTrack wristbands are available at Guest Services at the Main
Gate. Write your 10-digit cell phone number on the
wristband and fasten it around your child’s wrist.
Please explain the reason for the wristband to your
child and instruct them to go to the nearest uniformed employee if they become separated. The
Knott’s Soak City employee who finds your child will
activate the KidTrack system. Your cell phone number will be called and you will be told where your
child is being safely kept until you are reunited.
Please make sure you leave your cell phone on in
case you need to be located through the KidTrack
System.
Appropriate Attire
Proper swimwear is required. Swimwear is defined
as a one or two piece swimsuit. Transparent, thongs,
or provocative clothing is not permitted in the park.
Pants and/or denim are not permitted on the slides.
Knott’s Soak City reserves the right to determine the
appropriateness of swimwear. If you have any concerns about your dress, please contact Guest Services.
Smoking Policy
For the comfort of all our guests, smoking is permitted in designated smoking areas at Knott’s Soak City.
Our designated smoking area inside the park is located north of the Long Boards Grill restrooms.
No Alcohol in Lines
Alcoholic beverages are not permitted while in line
for a ride or while participating on any of the attractions. Your cooperation is appreciated.
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Shorebreak Aqualaunch

Maximum Load: 1 person; 300lbs
Shore Break Aqua Launch is a body slide attraction
with the ability to carry 1 rider per flume, while not
exceeding 300 lbs. The riders will enter into a loading
capsule. The floor of the capsule will open, dropping
the rider into the flume to experience twists and turns.
Rider will end in a runout. Guest must lie feet first on
their backs with legs firmly crossed at the ankles and
arms folded across the chest. Guests are not able to
wear t-shirts. Shorts with metal rivets, zippers or buttons
are not allowed. Shorts with metal on the back or sides
damage the slides (drain holes with smooth and rounded
edges on shorts are acceptable). Capri or full-length pants
and footwear, including aqua socks are not permitted.
Loose articles are not permitted and must be left with a
non-rider or left in a locker. Riding requirements include
guests with seated posture control, appropriate center
of gravity, two functioning arms, and two functioning
legs. No full leg casts or arm casts allowed. The Aqua
Launch is prohibited for guests with a history of recent
surgery, heart trouble, weak neck or back, or is pregnant.
Access to tower requires climbing stairs and the ability
to wait in line. Access is ambulatory.
Shorebreak Aquatube
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Maximum Load: 1 person; 300lbs, 2 persons; 400lbs
Shore Break Aqua Tube is a tube slide attraction with
the ability to carry 1 or 2 riders per flume, while not
exceeding 300 lbs for a single tube rider or 400 lbs for
double tube riders. The riders enter in a loading tub and
are dispatched down the attraction. Riders will follow
several twists and turns, ending in a 3’5” catch pool.
Guest must sit properly in an inner tube. Feet over the
edge, bottom in the center hole, and holding onto the
handles at all times. Smaller rider in front for double
tube. No lap children. All footwear must be removed
and eyewear must be removed or secured with strap.
Metal ornamentation is not permitted. Riding requirements
include guests having a seated posture control,
appropriate center of gravity, one functioning arm, one
functioning leg, and at least 3 functioning extremities.
Must be able to enter/exit ride safely and appropriate
observed behavior to ride. No full leg casts or arm
casts allowed. Shore Break is prohibited for guests
with a history of recent surgery, heart trouble, weak
back or neck, or are pregnant. Access to tower requires
climbing stairs and the ability to wait in line. Access is
ambulatory.

any other condition that may be aggravated by riding,
or who are pregnant, should carefully heed all warning
signs at each ride entrance. If you are in doubt about
your ability to safely experience a ride or would like
more rider information, please review the information
for each attraction in this Guest Assistance Guide or
review the Safety Guides posted at each ride entrance
and exit.
Prosthetic Devices
Guests with any type of prosthesis should not ride
unless they can ensure the device is properly
secured and will remain in place during the ride.
All riders must be able to maintain the proper riding
positioning. Additionally, prosthetic devices with
exposed metal parts are not permitted on any slide
attractions. Guests should visit Guest Services prior
to riding to ensure a safe riding experience.
Basic Information
Guests with heart, back or neck problems, or other
hidden conditions, as well as pregnant women, or
guests who have had recent surgery, should carefully
heed all warning signs at each ride entrance. Generally,
to ride, guests must have the ability to brace themselves and support their head and neck during the
ride movements.
Casts and Braces
Guests with full arm (elbow restricted) and full leg
(knee restricted) casts or braces are restricted from
all slides. Please consult with the Guest Services
Office staff for information. If in doubt about your
ability to safely experience a ride, we urge you to
consult with a member of our Aquatics Staff.
Definitions
Every ride entrance lists height requirements and
special instructions regarding the ride. Knott’s Soak
City uses the following terms:
Supervising Companion: A supervising companion is
someone who meets all the requirements to ride the
ride themselves, is 14 years of age or older, and
demonstrates appropriate observed behavior. Supervising Companion may accompany up to 2 guests.
Accompanied By: Whenever a guest needs accompaniment, the accompanying person must meet all the
ride requirements, as well as assist the guest. This
includes helping the guests in the boarding and exiting

of the ride, assisting the guest in maintaining postural
control while riding, and assisting the guest down
stairs, catwalks, or ladders in case of an evacuation.
Hand-held Infant: A hand-held infant is a child who is
unable to walk to the ride unit independently or
maintain independent seated postural control.
Functioning Extremity: A functioning extremity is a
limb over which a person has control. A prosthetic
device is considered a functioning extremity.
Ability to hold on or brace: Ability to use one’s arms
to maintain a grasp on an assist bar and tube handles,
and support one’s body during normal and emergency
procedures on a ride and to use one’s legs to brace to
maintain a seated position during the forces of the ride.
Criteria
Knott’s Soak City’s Guest Assistance Guide is designed
to allow our guests to participate in the enjoyment
of our park as much as possible. The policy was
developed by analyzing the Neutral Criteria required
to safely ride each particular ride. Each ride was
evaluated for the criteria necessary for an individual
to ride safely. It is our policy to allow anyone to ride
who meets all these requirements and is not a hazard
to himself or others. We continue to evaluate and
update our Guest Assistance Guide as necessary.
The evaluation of each ride considered the following
ten (10) criteria which may be required to ride a
particular ride safely:
1. Ability to exhibit independent seated postural
control under the dynamic conditions of the
ride. Explanation: The guest must have the
body and spinal control to sit upright without
the aid of other people or devices and be able
to maintain the proper riding posture even
during bumping or other characteristic
movements of the ride.
2. Appropriate center of gravity. Explanation:
The guest’s body must have the appropriate
weight distribution for that ride.
3. Ability to hold on with one functioning arm.
Explanation: A functioning arm is an upper
extremity or prosthesis exhibiting good grip
control, the ability to brace, and enough
strength to allow the guest to maintain the
proper riding position throughout the duration
of the ride.

Beach House Structure:
Interactive play structure with various play elements
including a giant tipping bucket and sprayers. Access
to the tower requires guests to walk up several
flights of stairs. Guests must have the ability to
enter/exit the ride safely and must have a seated
posture control to participate at the attraction. Handheld infants must be accompanied by a supervising
companion and remain on ground level. Guest with a
cervical collar or a neck brace must remain on
ground level.

The Wedge
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Maximum Load: 2 passengers and a Maximum of 6
passengers, not to exceed combined passengers
weight of 1000 lbs
The Wedge is a family raft attraction with the ability
to carry 2 to 6 riders, while not exceeding 1000 lbs.
The riders enter in a loading tub and are dispatched
down the attraction. Riders will follow several twists
and turns, ending in a 2 foot catch pool. Guests must
sit properly in the raft. They must remain seated with
their back against the tube, holding handles with
both hands. Riding requirements include securing all
loose articles. All footwear (except aqua socks), lifejackets, and eyewear must be removed or secured
with a strap. Guests must have seated posture control,
appropriate center of gravity, one functioning arm,
one functioning leg, and at least 3 functioning
extremities. No full leg casts or arm casts allowed
(casts below elbow permitted). The Wedge is
prohibited for guests with a history of recent surgery,
heart trouble, weak neck or back, or is pregnant.
Access to tower requires climbing stairs and the
ability to wait in line. Access is ambulatory.
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4. Ability to hold on with two functioning arms.
Explanation: Ability to hold on with two
functioning arms as defined above.
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Tidal Wave Bay
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Tidal Wave Bay is a 750,000 gallon wave pool with
depths ranging from zero to six feet. Guests with a
braced arm cast may not ride with this condition.
Participation and water depth may be restricted for
guests with a full arm cast or full leg cast. Waves run
on a “5 minutes on, 5 minutes off” cycle. Only strong
swimmers are recommended in deep water. During
wave action cycles, strenuous activity is required.
Prolonged exposure to wave action may result in
fatigue. Exercise caution in deep water. Please note
depth markers. A life jacket is required for children
who are less than 48 inches tall in bare feet or is an
inexperienced or non-swimmer. Children less than
42 inches are required to wear life jackets and be
accompanied by an Adult. Handheld infants must
remain with an adult and wearing a life jacket.
Participation and water depth may be restricted if
necessary. Riders must have appropriate observed
behavior. Must be able to enter/exit ride safely, maintain seated posture control under the dynamic conditions of the ride, or be accompanied by a supervising
companion to ride.
Toyota Beach House
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Beach House Slides:

Maximum Load: 1 person, 300lbs.
All slides end in a 6 inch run-out and have a height
requirement of 42 inches tall in bare feet. Riders are
required to maintain the proper riding position- lying
down on back or in a seated, feet first position. Riders
must have seated posture control, appropriate center
of gravity, one functioning arm with sufficient upper
extremity to maintain proper riding position, two
functioning legs, and two functioning extremities.
Riders must be able to enter / exit ride safely and
appropriate observed behavior to ride. Required
riding position on slides are lying flat on your back
with arms crossed over your chest and legs crossed
at the ankles, keeping body straight throughout the
ride or in a seat position with your knees up and your
arms crossed over your chest. Access to the tower
requires guests to walk up several flights of stairs.

5. Ability to brace self with one functioning leg.
Explanation: Guests must have one functioning
leg to be used for bracing the body during the
course of the ride. A functioning leg may be a
normal leg or a prosthesis which can be used
for bracing.
6. Ability to brace self with two functioning legs.
Explanation: Guests must have two functioning
legs to be used for bracing the body during
the course of the ride and maintaining balance
when entering and exiting a ride unit. A functioning leg may be a normal leg or a prosthesis
which can be used for bracing.
7. Minimum of two functioning extremities.
Explanation: Guests must have a minimum of
two functioning extremities (two legs, two
arms, or one arm and one leg) to brace themselves during the ride and assist in entering
and exiting the ride unit.
8. Minimum of three functioning extremities.
Explanation: Guests must have a minimum of
three functioning extremities (two legs and
an arm or two arms and one leg) to brace
themselves (with tripod bracing) during the ride.
9. Ability to enter/exit the attraction within
specified parameters without endangering
self or others. Explanation: Guests must be
able to enter and exit the ride without
jeopardizing themselves or others and to
assist with their own evacuation, if necessary.
This may include special arrangements such
as entering through the exit or having someone
aid you in boarding. For the safety of our team
members and guests, ride operators are
instructed not to perform any lifting of guests,
other than in the children’s area. Guests may
not be carried to the top of slides. They must
be able to climb stairs without assistance.
10. Appropriate Observed Behavior. Explanation:
Guest demonstrates appropriate observed
behavior indicating a willingness and ability
to participate and/or follow rider requirements.
Appropriate observed behavior may include,

but not be limited to maintaining proper riding
position, attention and compliance to safety
instructions, proper use of all ride safety
equipment and willingness to participate.
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Old Man Falls

Maximum Load: 1 person, 300lbs.
Guests have a duty to:
• Exercise good judgment
• Act in a responsible manner while using
amusement rides
• Obey all warnings prior and during participation
• Not participate while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs
• Properly use all ride safety equipment provided
In addition to the basic Neutral Criteria defined
above, each ride was evaluated relative to specific
temporary conditions which may prevent a guest
from safely riding a particular ride. Specific
conditions evaluated were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cervical collar or neck brace
Broken collar bone
Full arm cast
Braced arm cast
Full leg cast
Bilateral abduction leg casts (brace
between legs)
• The suitability of safely carrying hand-held
infants

Old Man Falls consists of 3 high-speed body slides
with sudden rapid drops ending in a 6 inch run – out.
Guests must be 48 inches tall in bare feet to ride.
Access to the 63 feet high tower requires guests to
walk up several flights of stairs. Riders must have
sufficient upper extremities to maintain the proper
riding position, seated posture control, appropriate
observed behavior, appropriate center of gravity, two
functioning arms, two functioning legs and the ability
to enter/exit the ride safely. Riders are required to
maintain the proper riding position - arms crossed
over their chest, legs crossed at ankles, and head
and back flat against the slide. Guests wearing
swimwear with metal or plastic ornamentation,
t-shirts and other loose fitting clothing are not
permitted on this attraction.

Sunset River

2

The Sunset River is 1,780-ft.-long with a depth of 30
inches (2 ft. 6 in). At one-third mile in length, Knott’s
giant figure-eight waterway is the widest and one of
the longest water park lazy rivers in the world!
Children under 48 inches bare foot, is inexperienced,
or a non-swimmer must wear a life jacket. Children
under 42 inches bare foot must be accompanied by a
supervising companion to participate. Hand held
infants must ride with supervising companion. Riders
must have seated postural control, appropriate
observed behavior, appropriate center of gravity, and
the ability to enter/exit the ride safely. To participate
a guest must have at least one functioning arm, one
functioning leg, while being accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Alternate access is available at the outside river entrance near the Wedge. A
pool lift is available. Guests must be able to transfer
to and from the lift on their own or with assistance of
a companion. Please contact a lifeguard for assistance on how to operate the lift.

Laguna Storm Watch Tower
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The following symbols and attraction ratings are used to
define our attractions on the following pages.
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Maximum Load: 1 person, 300lbs, 2 persons, 400lbs
Laguna Storm Watch Tower consists of 3 high-speed
tube slides. All three slides are fully enclosed ending
in a 42 inch (3 ft. 6 in) catch pool. Access to the 43
feet high tower requires guests to walk up several
flights of stairs. Guests must carry their tube to the
top of the tower. Riders are required to maintain the
proper riding position - seated in the tube, facing
forward, and holding onto the handles; on a two
person tube the front rider sits in between the legs of
the larger rider. Single or double riders are permitted
on this attraction. Guests must be 42 inches in bare
feet to participate. Riders under 48 inches must wear
a life jacket to participate. Riders must have seated
postural control, appropriate observed behavior,
appropriate center of gravity, one functioning arm,
one functioning leg, three functioning extremities,
and the ability to enter/exit the ride safely.

Accommodates Wheelchairs
Transferable
Must be at least this height to participate on the attraction
Cannot be any taller than this to participate
Must be accompanied by a supervising companion of
proper height to participate.
Lifejacket required
Prohibited for guests with back trouble
Prohibited for guests with heart trouble or high blood pressure
Prohibited for guests with neck trouble

Malibu Run
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Maximum Load: 1 person, 300lbs
Malibu Runs consists of 4 individual single-person
inner-tube slides. Three slides are partially enclosed.
All slides are single rider and end in a 42 inch (3 ft.
6 in.) catch pool. Access to the 39 feet high tower
requires guests to walk up several flights of stairs.
Guests must carry their tube to the top of the tower.
Guests must be 48 inches tall in bare feet to participate.
Riders must have seated postural control, appropriate
observed behavior, appropriate center of gravity, one
functioning arm, one functioning leg, three functioning
extremities, and the ability to enter/exit the ride safely.
Only one rider per tube is allowed.

Prohibited for expectant mothers
Prohibited for guests who have had recent surgery

RIDE RATING SYSTEM
A ride rating system has been designed which provides a
scale for rating the thrill factor of each attraction. The
intent is to provide a scale to guide park guests in determining which attractions to participate on, based on their
own experience level, physical condition and abilities.

ATTRACTIONS
Banzai Falls
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Maximum Load: 1 person, 300lbs.
CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Low Thrill
Attractions

1

This is a low speed and/or shallow water
attraction.

Mild Thrill
Attractions

2

This is a low to medium speed attraction
and/or water depth 48 inches. Some rider
control, maneuvering and/or swimming skills
required.

Moderate Thrill
Attractions

3

This is a medium speed attraction. Height and
water depth may vary. Moderate or unexpected
forces can be generated during the ride. This
attraction may require rider control and/or
strong swimming skills. Physical activity may
be strenuous.

High Thrill
Attractions

4

This is a fast paced ride experience. Riders
will encounter changes in speed, direction,
elevation, strong water currents and/or depth
of water, some of which is unexpected. This
attraction requires rider body control and
strong swimming skills.

Banzai Falls is a six multi-lane speed slides where
riders are dispatched head first on a mat from a
platform over 41 feet high. Access to the 41 feet high
tower requires guests to walk up several flights of
stairs. Guest must carry their mat to the top of the
tower. Riders are required to maintain the proper
riding position - remain lying down on mat and holding
onto handles at all times. Riders must have seated
postural control, appropriate observed behavior,
appropriate center of gravity, two functioning arms,
one functioning leg, three functioning extremities
and the ability to enter/exit the ride safely. Guests
must be 42 inches tall bare foot to participate.

Gremmie Lagoon

1

Gremmie Slides:

Maximum Load: 1 person, 300lbs.
Aggressive Thrill
Attractions

5

This is a high speed and/or deep water
attraction with turbulent turns, drops and/or
strong water currents with changes in speed,
direction, elevation and/or deep water, which
may be unexpected. This attraction requires
rider body control and strong swimming skills.

Guests must have seated posture control, appropriate
center of gravity, one functioning arm with sufficient
upper extremity to maintain proper riding position,
one functioning leg, and at least two functioning
xtremities. Guest must be able to enter/exit ride
safely and appropriate observed behavior to ride.
Riders are required to maintain the proper riding
position - laying down on back or in a seated, feet
first position. Guests must be under 54 inches barefoot to participate on Gremmie Slides.
Gremmie Pool:
Offers our smallest thrill seekers their own pint-sized
playground of interactive octopus, submarines and
other oversized landmarks that squirt, sprinkle, soak
and splash kids and parents too! Water depth 1ft.
Guests must have seated postural control, appropriate
observed behavior, and the ability to enter/exit the
ride safely. Hand held infants must be accompanied
by a Supervising Companion. Guests over 54 inches
should be accompanying guests who are under 54
inches tall.

